Quality Manufacturing That Charges the Energy and Electric Vehicle Markets

Key Products

- Automotive safety: Inflator seals & cushions
- Molded / extruded rubber components
- Private label manufacturing & kitting
- Assembly & packaging
- NVH
- Buzz, squeak & rattle
- Water shields
- Cushions
- Insulators
- Isolators
- Fire block
- Thermal management
- Shielding
- Precision die cuts
- Venting gaskets
- Sealing
- Bonding
- Surface protection
- Custom applications
- Liquid adhesive & sealants
- Foam-In-Place Gasketing (FIP)

www.sealmethodsinc.com
We are the world’s most comprehensive specialty components fabricator, and a global leader in die cut solutions. Our diversified manufacturing technologies have allowed us to service the OEM Lithium Ion battery (energy) and electric vehicle markets with a wide range of solutions.

**EXPERTISE**
As one of the first gasket manufacturers to achieve ISO IATF / 16949 certification, we maintain a leadership position as a trusted supplier to this rapidly growing market. Our manufactured products can be found throughout applications in energy and electric vehicles. From interior noise and vibration (NVH), to fire block, thermal barriers, EMI / RFI shielding, vibration damping, attachment, instrumentation, drivetrain and exterior components, Seal Methods has the material knowledge and fabrication skill to help you create the best.

**SPECIFICATION CONSULTING**
Our sales engineers guide you through the selection of an almost limitless number of choices to find the one most appropriate – both performance-wise and price-wise – for your application.

We can also provide prototypes to test in your application!

**MATERIALS**
We supply finished components manufactured from foams, elastomers, composites, films, high-performance gasket materials, graphite, and plastics, as well as pressure sensitive tapes, adhesives, and other specialty materials. Through long-term partnerships with leading raw material manufactures, we have access to the most cutting-edge materials at very competitive prices.

**QUALITY YOU CAN BANK ON**
Through process design and effects analysis, statistical control of variation, and team-oriented problem solving, we aggressively pursue improvements to our quality system and have brought our manufacturing systems to an unparalleled level of performance.

**SMI: Your source for seals, tapes, die cuts and custom components OEM Automotive Industry.**

**CONTACT US**
800.423.4777

**ISO/IATF 16949 Registered Company**

ENERGY AND ELECTRIC VEHICLE MARKETS

HQ: 11915 Shoemaker Ave Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
Other Locations: Northern CA & Nanjing, China
tel. 800.423.4777 fax. 562.946.9439

3M Preferred Converter Preferred
www.sealmethodsinc.com